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Senate Rejects Proposal to Move Rush Period News -Briefs
By J.E. Luebering

proposals I ' ve seen at Kenyon."
"It will not completely change social
life at Kenyon," he commented, adding that
he believed the proposal to be in the best
interest of students, faculty, and fraternities
alike.
However, Student Council President
Nicole Dennis maintained her opposition to
the proposal: "I can't stress enough that I
don't think this is good for the community."
She felt "that people needed the first
semester" of their first year to become
acclimated to Kenyon.
AssistantProfessorofPolitical Science
Stephen Van Holde stated, "I do feel this
proposal goes a far way in addressing
academic concerns" but echoed Dennis'
worry for the community.
Solis responded to both by noting that
"a fraternity doesn't close you off to the
community. It's going to open more doors
than it will close."
Steve Daunis "94, who came to observe
the proceedings, agreed with Solis and stated
thought-ou- t

Yesterday Student Senate voted down
Greek Council' s modified proposal to return
jatcrnitysorority rush to first semester.
After 30 minutes of hurried discussion,
ie Senate voted six to four against, with two
members abstaining.
The discussion, which followed an hour
debate over a proposed historically black
iatemity and Student Council reforms,
revolved primarily around modifications

i

made

to the proposal and arguments
during the April 13 Senate

expressed
meeting.

Greek Council President Gerard Solis
the discussion by pointing out the
.hanges made to the original proposal, most
of which were concerned with academic
matters such as reducing Work Weeks to
jnly two academic days.
ir
Student
Philip Musser, a nonvoting member of Senate, stated, "This is
one of the most comprehensive
and well
began

Co-Cha-

that his fraternity membership enabled him
to meet people both from other fraternities
and from throughout the community.
Dennis was careful to clarify her position
and stated, "I don't want to say that joining
a fraternity shuts all doors" but that the
rush period did so.
Vice President for Academic Affairs
David Lilly also expressed the belief that a
rush would prevent first-yestudents from freely choosing among campus
organizations.
Assistant Professor of Biology David
Marcy.facultyco-chairo- f
the Senate, stated
that he has grown skeptical of examining the
policies regarding fraternities during Senate
meetings.
"It's almost juvenile for the Senate to
police such policies," .he said, noting that
pledges who fall asleep in his classes often
claim to have been kept awake all night
Senate agreed to draw up a new proposal
to be voted on. The date of the next Senate
meeting remains undetermined.
time-consumi-

first-semest- er

Senate Discusses Proposal for African-America- n
By Robert Rogers

Eight

first-ye-

sophomores

males that are not currently met by other
social organizations.
"The Black Student Union (BSU) does
their thing, and we would like to do ours,"
said first-yestudent Jam ion Berry, chair
and chief spokesman for the group. "We
have nothing or would say nothing against
them. The BSU addresses a bigger picture;
what we're doing here is between us."
"We feel that role models for black men
are very important and a big need on this
particular campus," said Berry. "At the
minimum , the fraternity would bring about
a closeness between African-America- n
males that will prosper as a result of its
strong ties to a national organization."
Berry outlined the organization's plans
to exist for a year as a fraternity in name
only, recruiting no new members and
spending its energies solely in getting to
know each other and demonstrating its worth

students and two

ar

presented a proposal to the

Kenyon's Senate this week for the
establishment of a historically black
fraternity. The fraternity, which would seek
iffiliation with the national Kappa Alpha
Psi organization after a year's probation,
proposes to exclude no one based on their
ethnic background or sexual orientation, but
rather seeks to combine individuals with a
common goal
the promotion of a sense of
brotherhood among black males.
"Our organization will not be about
black or white, but about brotherhood," said
sophomore Marvis Hood. "We will accept
members according to whether their interests
are in common with our own."
Members of the proposed fraternity feel
that it would address needs specific to black

ar

ng

ar

Fraternity
to the Kenyon community through group
service projects. At the end of the year, the
group would apply for membership in Kappa
Alpha Psi the national fraternity that "most
impressed" the members, according to their

proposal

and begin accepting other

candidates for membership according to

principles somewhat different from
Kenyon's other fraternities.
Although Berry felt that Kenyon's
policy of required inclusivity for social
fraternities formed before
organizations
this rule was made in the mid '80s are
exempt is problematic; the national charter
of Kappa Alpha Psi encourages inclusive
membership. Anyone who applies for
brotherhood in the proposed fraternity would
be accepted provided they meet the criteria
student
of being a second semester first-yewith at least a 2.3 grade point average and a
see FRATERNITY page eight
ar

Trustees Award Tenure, Vote to Continue Kenyon Review
At the Trustees' Spring Board meeting
last weekend, among the issues discusses
were the fate of the Kenyon Review, the
budget for 1994-9the physical
reorganization of the Music Listening Room,
and tenure and promotion.
According toPresidentPhilipH. Jordan,
the trustees decided, in principle, tocontinue
the Kenyon Review, however, there are
important issues to face in the finances of
5,

1

said Director of Financial Aid Craig

Collegian Digest

WILL HEY WOOD: It should come as a

a hearty
Summer
meal of fun, with the option for
see page three
second helpings,
Send-OfTdeliver-

The
spring-colore-

full-cour- se

ed

Surprise to no one that while the student

body staggered around on Saturday

Chasers, donned in their brilliant,
d

shirts and khaki pan ts.filied

s

Rosse Hall with truly impressive music.

see page three

For those of you who are counting, only
five more wins are needed to boost the

Kenyon College Dance Ensemble
will present its Spring Dance Concert on
April 28, 29, and 30 at 8:00 p.m, in Bolton
Theater.
see page four
The

Two

years after Painter and senior Alice

a petition for the
creation of a student art gallery, Horn
show on
Gallery opened with a
April 4.
see page five
Roche first circulated

22-stud-

ent

I was looking
enjoying Summer Send-Of- f,
for a story. Most saw sun, bands, beercans,
andor trees with talking bark. I saw only
sports: it is my job, it is my nature.
see page six

1994 Lords as the most successful Kenyon
Baseball team in school history,
see page seven
;

KATE LARSON: All over campus,
seniors are stalking one another with
seepage two
ruthless abandon.

. I'tUn., will nl
U
us toalso permit IIP
"they
Daugherty,
in
diversity
continue to meet our goals for
the student body."
The Trustees approved a proposal to
move the Music Listening Room, which is
currently in the basement of Rosse Hall, to
Library. This will provide
more space for music lessons.
According to an article in this April's
edition of Fortnightly, nine members of the
Kenyon faculty were granted tenure and the
rank above associate professor at the
Trustee's Spring Board Meeting. Those who
were awarded tenure include: Joseph Adler
of the Religion department; James Carson
of the English department; Mary Jane
Cowles, who teaches French; Mortimer
Guiney of the Modern Languages and
Literatures department; Deborah Laycock
who teaches English, David Lynn who also
teaches English; Sarah Murnen, a
psychologist who studies gender roles;
Benjamin Schumacher of the Physics
department; and Carol Schumacher of the
Mathematics department.
The five faculty members promoted to
full professorships are Michael Levine of
the Modern Languages and Literatures
department, Linda Metzler of the Language
department, Royal Rhodes who teaches
T- -

Made
Following

Co-e- d

the demand from

incoming first-yestudents for co-e- d
housing, the Housing Office has decided
to make Lewis and Norton co-e- d dorms
next year.
According to Jenny Ross, assistant
to the director of housing, over the past
several years there has been an increasing
demand from incoming classes for coed space.
Fewer than a third of the residents
for the class of 1 997 in Lewis and Norton
ar

requested

housing. The

single-se- x

Housing Office has received complaints
from those students living in Norton or
Lewis who requested co-e- d housing.

Students of Last Year's
Bio 4 Class Awarded
.i-Inthe process of putting together
large numbers of awards for Honors Day ,
one was omitted by oversight. The
.

Faculty Award for Distinguished
Accomplishment has been awarded to
the students of last year's Bio 4 "Female
Sexuality" class for their work on the
handbook "S tudents for Students."
Letters of congratulations will be
sent to those students who participated
in writing and producing this women's
handbook.

StudentsWin Cash
Prizes in Mural Contest
The first prize for the 1994 Mural
Mania Contest, competition to decorate
dorm walls with murals, of $ 100 went to
Andrei Massenkoff s hall for the

Smurfland Mural on second floor
McBride.

The second prize of $50 went to
Meredith Short for the U.S.S. Watson
Mural in Watson TV Lounge.

mW

1

f-lA--

.
.
n
Jordan notedJ in an article
The Review.
appearing in this April's issue of Fortnightly,
"the Board is committed to continuing the
Review as an asset to the College."
The trustees approved the 1994-9- 5
operational budget which includes $330,000
of supplementary funds to be allocated to
and merit scholarships.
both need-base- d
"These funds will allow us a measure of
flexibility in meeting the financial need of
newly admitted students in creative ways,"

By Elizabeth Bennett

Lewis and Norton

1-

Olin-Chalme- rs

Religion, Judy Smith of the English
department and Linda Smolak of the
Psychology department

MaterialsCVandalized
in Olin LastWeek
On April 15, Director of libraries
Paul Ghcrman sent an
noting that certain materials in Olin
Library had been vandalized.
According to Gherman, in this
specific act of vandalism a page was torn
out of the dictionary and an issue of a
journal was ripped. Each had to do with
sexual preferences.
Gherman sees libraries as places of
freedom where all viewpoints can be
all-stud-

ent

e-m- ail

equally accessible. "Obviously the
Individual who damaged these library

materials was disturbed by certain
lifestyles," said Gherman.

Increase in misuse of
on campus

Fire-Alar-

ms

According to Director of Security
and Safety MelanieReraillard.therehave
in the past month
been 16 false
where someone haspulled one of the
stations.
There havealsobeen four small fires
recently caused by discarded cigarette
butts.
fire-alar-

ms

fire-alar- m

;

;
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page two

Homelessness Week Needs More Involvement

Homelessness Awareness Wee: has come and gone owe again, here at Kenyan
College. Though we augr eethathoraelessriessis a grave problem in this country that
should not be ignored, opinions most likely vary as to the effectiveness of this
awareness campaign on this campus.
about this topic,, and maybe
Students most likely glanced over the allstu
noticed the few signs around campusadvertising that Ilotnelessness Week lias come
around again. However, the biggest association thai people mske around here with
this campaign is, unfortunately thai it is die tune of yea? thai a handful of students
clutter up the church lawn near the Gates to South End, pretending to be homeless forsa;
e-t-nad

, Are these students truly protesting homelessness by attempting to, get a feel for
what it's tike to be a homeless person? Surely this cannot be their objective, since they
all attend a very expensive private college and are getting an education that promises
a successful future. The homeless don't take time out to go to the library, or class
e veryday and then return to being homeless when it's convenient. True, the homeless
may erect tents in a park or sleep in the grass much like our Kenyon counterparts, but
the homeless do not have the approval of the Deans to sleep there, nor the protection
of Security as they spend the night outside
In our opinion, it seems to be a mockery to the dignity of those who are truly
homeless for students to camp out on the safety of their own elite College campus,
attempting to see what it's like to be homeless for a few days, and then returning to
their regular lives until next year, Homeless people do not have the luxuries that we
as students here fortunately do, and to suspend those luxuries for a mere week insults
the Integrity of those people truly in trouble, with nowhere to live.
No one else on this campus besides fhe organizers seems involved at all with
Homelessness Awareness week. The signs are put up, the
is sent and then
nothing else seems to happen; no other opportunities for students to get involved,
except by maybe grabbing their sleeping bag. Instead of attracting attention on the
Chapel lawn, couldn't the energy that goes into this week be channelled more
campus-widso that others could participate and get involved? A speaker on
homclcssness might make for an interesting lecture. Also showing documcn tries on
the issue and volunteering in area shelters or kitchens would be more beneficial to
cveryoJie.lt cannot be disputed that homclessness is aprohlem thatmust be def It with w
in this country. It is time for this community to begin dealing with this problem more
sensibly.
written, by members of litis Editorial Beard
--

e-m-

ail

e,

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editors,
We would like to express our dismay
with the recent administrative decision to
convert Lewis and Norton dorms to co-e- d
housing. Although we have as yet not heard
any official announcements regarding this
decision, the 1994-199- 5
RA staff was
assigned housing last week and male and
female staff members were assigned rooms
in both Lewis and Norton. Evidently, the
decision has been made - despite the fact
that most of the student body was unaware
that the changes had even been considered.
As members of the RA staff this year,
neither we nor any of the staff (to our
knowledge) have been asked about our
opinion regarding the changes. We are not
suggesting that an RA consensus is necessary
for any housing change, but we do feel that
as SAC staff members, RAs may act as a
valuable source for opinions regarding
potential changes. Housing, more than any
otheraspectof Kenyon which administrators
govern, concerns students. No administrator

EdUors-ia-Chfc- f:

in-absen-

tia

has lived in a student section of a dorm in
recent years, so how are they going to know
what effects changes will have? Without
student input changes such as the ones
regarding Norton and Lewis can easily be
misguided.
From our understanding, the principle
reason that the changes are being made is
that very few incoming students request
single-se- x
housing. That's great, but the
gulf between a student's perceptions of
college and the realities can be, and often
are, considerably different Maybe only a
see LEWIS page eight
Dear Mr. Macros,

We want to thank you for your
invaluable assistance in making the
Collegian readable this year. Without your
valuable help, we would have been lost All
of us look forward to continuing our
relationship with you next year.
--

the editors

Courtney CoogiiUn. BertramTunnell

Managing Editor David frank
News Edjtori BiwbeOi Bennett
Perspecti ve Editor; Greg Nock
Featnres Editors? I.E. Luebcring. Matt Fentress
Sports Editor : Mark Haggarty
Copy Editor: CfamaMaio
Photography Editors: Chris Adam
Business

Maaagm

Margaret Cooper
Advertising Manager; Geoff Thompson, Kais McElvin
Circulation Manager: Ted Holder, Kick Ghitebnan
Production Assistants: Steve Lartnen, Barbara LilUe
Editorial Board,' Elizabeth Bennett. David Frank, Mark Haggarty, J, E, Luebering, Jessica
Mctaren, Greg Nock
The Kenyon Collegian is published every Thursday while the College is in session,
except during examination and vacation periods. The views expressed in the paper do
not
necessarily reflect the views of Kenyon College. Yearly subscriptions are 525.QG; checks
should be made payable to the Kenyon Collfgkm.. We encourage letters ta the editors. Karnes
can be withheld upon request; however, we cannot accept anonyraous or pseudonymous letters.
Our mailing address is Kenyon Collegian, Student Activities Center, Gambler,
OH 43022.
Letters can also be submitted by VAX, addressed to Managing editor, FRANK.

Larson on Life...
Killer: More Than a Game
By Kate Larson

It's Killer Time. I got killed this
afternoon, shot in the back with a squirt gun.
All over campus, seniors are stalking one
another with ruthless abandon. My still-alifriends have become quite attached to
my company, which was endearing until I
realized they just wanted to make it from
one safe spot to another with me as the
safeguard between them and sudden death.
As I walked through Upper Dempsey
hearing clusters of seniors debate over the
finer points of the Killer Game rules, I was
suddenly reminded of a guy in my high
school who went by the name "T" and wrote
a column for the school paper that inevitably
started like this:
"The other day, I was faced with death.
Yes, death. I hate it when that happens...."
T would then go on to recount his latest
adventure, usually a fantasy story about him
getting into a scrape with an authority figure
and emerging triumphant having faced death
and scared it off, at least for the time being.
For T, death came in the form of marauding
assistant principals, parking lot narcs, and
overzealous local cops.
Death is different here at Kenyon. It
comes in the form of neon yellow, orange,
and green squirt guns. As I filled my water
gun this morning in preparation for battle, I
started to see the irony in Killer. Killer is a
game, and death can be easily thwarted if
you play it right You hold on to your friends
for dear life, and make sure never to get
caught alone in an unsafe place.
So these are the guidelines:
Death
won't stalk you in your own room, in a
crowded dining hall, in the sanctuary of the
library or bookstore. However, you do need
to worry about the open areas in between
where there is no protection, or the shadowy
places where a stalker might be waiting to
get you.
This philosophy, if it can be called that
reminded me of what panic disorder can do
to a person's world. Suppose you have a
panic attack in a certain setting, like a
restaurant You develop a fear of being in
any restaurant because if you weren't safe
in the first restaurant you won't be safe in
any other one either. Then the fear manifests
itself in any place where food is being served,
or any public spot where your panic and fear
might be noticed. As the fear mounts, your

ve

world shrinks until you're down to a
miniscule scattering of "safe" places, which
you cling to because eventually your life
really does depend on it You avoid any
ambiguous situation that might set off an
attack, and do everything in your power to
control the environment around you, in the
hopes that this will control the fear and the
horror of an attack. So finally you become
an agoraphobic, living in terror of what
might happen.
I see many parallels between this
situation and the plight some of my

classmates are finding themselves in. People
are making all kinds of elaborate plans to get
themselves safely from their rooms to dinner
or class and back. We're not talking about
the
kind of
thing. People are demanding
service. Potential attackers lurk in the
corridors and lawns like land mines. "You
have to walk me all the way back my killer
might be right next door." "I think I know
who's going to kill me he keeps hanging
around staring at me funny, so don't leave."
The paranoia is equal to that of a John
Grisham character finding him or herself in
a completely
d
world. People are
sticking close to home, unwilling to risk
their lives even fora solo trip to the bookstore.
There are, however, a significant
number of fearless ones among us. Some
let's-meet-on-the-front-s-

teps

door-to-do-

wire-tappe-

or

people are continuing to go about the
business as usual, not allowing Killer
govern their decision making, much to i
delight of their stalkers. In this game, t!
are sitting ducks for an aggressive killer,
even a slightly interested one. But they ha
peace of mind. Visions of Super Soake
and lurking death do not prevent them fro
going to the post office, or enjoying the
daily lives. To me, I guess, that is the idc.
way to live, without fear of sudden deal
It's also more realistic, in that these peop:
have no illusions of control over their fat;
What games like Killer don't teach us is th;
life and death aren t like Kuler. Not to fan
the game itself, because it is a game and
fun one at that But it's easy, when we'r
young and most of our lives are still aheadc
us, to imagine that if we just play our card
right, we can elude death of any kind, whethe
it be our own death, someone else's, or
symbolic death as manifested in a tragi

'

:

:

event
In a way, the end of the year spells dea:
for the seniors, which makes the anniic
Senior Killer even more ironic. It's as
we're all killing each other before deal
comes for us in the form of mortarboard

i

and diplomas.

We're deciding,

in

haphazard way, that we are open to the risi
of an earlier symbolic "death" than th.
preplanned and preordained May 22nd one
We are exercising control, however slight
over the situation, because in some way, thi
may be the last time we can. Out in the rea
world, death cannot be thwarted by clinginto your roommate every time you go outside
When I was killed after lunch, it wi
kind of a relief. Although I hadn't bee:
-

taking it seriously enough to

demanc

perpetual bodyguards, it was nice to kno
that nobody would be lying in wait for me
with a deluxe model
special water
pistol when I least expected it Some peoDle
are complaining that their stalkers aren't
doing their jobs, lamenting that they walked
across campus alone twice and nobody sc
much as looked at them funny. It's humorous
to hear people complaining that nobody's
trying to kill them. There is no challenge, no
danger. You might as well be dead already.
When our Kenyon student lives come
to an end on May 22nd, for. most of us
seniors it will be somewhat traumatic. It's
hard to leave something you've nurtured
and loved for four years behind. For many
of us, however, it will be a relief, an open
doorway to something even better,.. We
don't know what but we have to believe it's
there. I'm looking forward to my death
because it doesn't mean the end. It means
the beginning of my new life. It goes back
to that old question of whether the glass is
half empty or half full. For me, it's half full,
and hopefully the waiter will be around soon
to fill it up all the way.
T finished his career as a high school
newspaper columnist by declaring "And
I'm never going to die because I hate it when
that happens." I am going to finish my
career as a college newspaper columnist by
declaring "I am going to die, because I like
it when that happens." This column, although
it was not given its name by me, has been
about life. Very often, it has been about my
life, though others have come very much
into play, since I see life as a cooperative
thing, especially around here. Buta column
has to end somewhere, so I figured that the
most appropriate end for a column on life is
a column on death. It has been a good life for
this column, and for me. But it's time to go
now, and that's okay too. One thing I can
control is saying goodbye here. No, it's not
Kokosing Farewell or the Chasers doing
that famous von Trapp family goodbye. It's
just me saying goodbye, and thanks for
reading. See you in the next life...
K-m- art
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Delivers Spectacular Entertainment

Send-Of- f

By George Stone

blind and deafen the already bewildered
crowd.
'94 offered more than
"The whole thing was exactly like the
Summer Send-of- f
Kenyon
students,
life
H.O.R.D.E.
to
high
the
festival," exclaimed junior Alex
a
of
ust taste
vulty, and friends; it delivered a hearty Dashe. "Only there was more free food, it
meal of fun, with the option for was in a smaller venue, the bands weren't as
good, and I didn't have to buy a ticket."
second helpings. Coordinated and funded
Gear's Apostle, a trippy rock V roll
?y Zak Morgan and his Social Board, the
fete celebrated the arrival of spring outfit native to Gambier, kicked off the day
with some searing vocals and some shrill
ind the promise of summer, as well as the
guitar power-chord- s.
While most students
fortitude of the Kenyon community in
were still waking up, Gear's Apostle was
leathering the brutal past winter. Morgan
existence in Gambier is burning up the stage, ranting and thrashing
stated, "Day-to-da- y
like an ant under a magnifying glass.
blood curdle.especially
your
yiough to make
outside
zero
and
below
"It could only be called masterful,"
20
degrees
hcn it's
reported Barbara Lilie, a first-yestudent
nobody even feels like smiling. After nearly
The swelling crowd tended to agree and by
aycar of course work and stress, we deserve
the time the band had finished its set, the
some fun around here."
Nature could not have been kinder to crowd was whipped into such a fine frenzy
that they nearly had to be hosed down by
Gambier last Saturday. Sunny, 80 degrees,
Security.
without a cloud in the sky, the day was
Pimentos for Gus, the ultimate Kenyon
naturally perfect for the pandemonium that
band, was next to take the stage. Pimentos
took place on Peirce lawn. Six bands were
is a trio of old Kenyon alums
two guitarists
slated to perform for the pleasure of the
made quite
have
who
fiddle
player
a
and
burgers
cooked
Kenyon community , A.R.A.
music
scene.
in
Minneapolis
the
splash
a
and
students
background,
and brats in the
than
popular
more
be
reputed
are
to
They
youth
abandon
of
reckless
ran wild with the
Prince in their new hometown. Although
and unemployment. A large stage was
erected, upon which was installed a costly, they indeed wooed the audience with
ot witty
combination ui
to a winning tumuiuauuu
souna system 10
wiiiy lyncs,
ana sound
ijna,
monstrous lighting
lignung and
nil-cour- se

Jav-lo-

ne

ar

Chasers Year-En- d
.

.

By Rachel

Orr

The signs of spring were certainly
obvious last weekend in Gambier. Summer
Send-Owas ringing in the springtime
season in full blast on Saturday. The weather
pleasantly agreed, staying warm and sunny
not one, not two, but the entire three days of
the weekend, bringing out the summer
coloring in all of us. However, this wonderful
weekend was kicked off on Friday evening
by none other than a sign of spring as sure as
the leaves on the trees and the flowers along
Middle Path: the annual Chasers spring
concert, which was a celebration of 30 years
of a capella music from this spectacular
ff

group.

Donned in their brilliant, spring-colore- d
shirts and khaki pants, the group filled Rosse

By Jennifer Boehme

On Thursday, April 21 (a later date than
previously scheduled), Shen Tong, student
leader of the 1989 Tiananmen revolt, spoke
atRosse'Hall. He described the days before
the infamous massacre at Tiananmen Square
on June 3 and 4, 1989, giving the audience
another perspective of the events we learned
about only through U.S. media.
Tong himself escaped China a week
after the massacre. When he returned in
August 1992, he was immediately arrested
and imprisoned for 54 days. Now he lectures
across America, speaking about the events
leading up to the Tiananmen Square
massacre. He was very impassioned about
his topic, although his voice betrayed no
of the minor student
spoke w
emotion. He
cuiuuun.
nt suum
movements that occurred in Beijing
beginning in the late 1970's and how they
reflected a growing desire for a more
democratic system.

L.J .

A-ci- re

Tong talked about the university
students' convictions in 1989 that their
government needed to be purged of
d
These
corruption.
individuals labelled their democratic
thoughts a "spiritual hamburger". Under
the leadership of Tong, they began marching
reform-minde-

Their
l.
peaceful.
completely
demonstration began
One thing that Tong mentioned and the
media overlooked is that people were
protesting in 230 other Chinese cities at the
one in
n
same time as the more
Beijing.
to Tiananmen Square in

mid-Apri-

well-know-

winsome melodies, and
stage jokes. For example, each song was
introduced as "our new hit single." The
crowd just seemed to eat this stuff up.
The next two rock V roll outfits proved
student
to be almost too much for first-yeBen Sibley. "The Dorkestra and Sound
Advice were completely bad bad in the
good sense ! They jammed and rocked, and
had the most ferocious rhythm section I've
ever heard. To use a term of Miles Davis,
they were complete mothers!"
The girlfriend of the lead singer of the
Dorkestra opened for the bands, but she was
not of much note and she didn ' t cost anything
anyway. Nonetheless, the Dorkestra and
Sound Advice rocked the campus, the prior
playing in the spirit of Phish and the latter,
something akin to Pearl Jam.
Nearly every student who was able to
stand was rushing the stage and busting
many moves. Peirce lawn was virtually
littered with students and their possessions.
Adding to this Woodstockian scene were
Profs. George McCarthy , John Macionis (of
the Sociology Department), and Vemon
Schubel (Religion Dept.) who was wearing
a costume of black wool and walking his
black wooly dog. They seemed to be
thoroughly
uiuiuu6m, enjoying themselves. . Andrew
well-weather-

ed
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v-..ju-

S tuebner, a j unior who claim s to have "found
himself at the festival, recalls the great fun

he had: "It was great. But the funny thing is,
the next day you try as hard as you can to
figure out what you did . . .and you just can
do it!"
Headlining this Kenyon incarnation of
Woodstock was a rock V roll outfit
appropriately named the Hatters. As the
crowd took its last swig of daylight, and
inhaled the nighttime breeze, the Hatters
went nuts inventing and reinventing their
own songs, defining and redefining the sonic
boundaries of rock music.
The audience was drugged by their

spinning, throbbing eclectic blend of
tunes. Matt
grungish bluesy
Voorhees, a junior, consumed with relish
the Hatters music, and was left standing in
the dark uttering ceaselessly in monotone,
"Wow, Wow . . ."
'94 was something
Summer Send-o- ff
to remember. It was a bountiful festival of
d
camaraderie, a day to make
you feel glad just to be alive. Kenyon is a
special school to sponsor such an activity.
Junior John Cunningham summed it up:
"Not only did it satisfy my every desire, but
it warmed my heart to know that people still
care about having fun.
ultra-fortissi-

mo

high-spirite-

Demonstrates Grand Sense of Humor, Music
Concert
xt:i r,i,.
tt
:
:
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iiillmu. vuciuiik
their concert was the group's rendition of
Duran Duran's song, "Please Please Tell
Me Now." Arranged by Musical Director
Meg Darrow, this selection featured senior
Scott Baker in solo, wearing his summer
shades. It was followed by the mixed
arrangement of the Mama's and the Papa's
mcllo "Monday, Monday." Both numbers
proved the entire group's overall, wonderful
tone.
Senior Lauriann Wroblewski shared her
talents and style by beautifully singing the
sweet, flowing melody in "The Man with
the Child in his Eyes." This number was
followed by a switch from the sweet birdlike
song to the jazzy, swinging cat in a small,
student Beth
duo with first-yeSeniors
Strut."
Cat
in
"Strav
rntprhnrv
Ha

well-blend-
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Tong Presents Impassioned Memories
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Another point that Tong made which
really struck a chord with the audience was
one about the famous photograph of a
protester standing in front of five tanks
carrying grocery bags in both hands.
Although only five could be seen in the
photograph, the protester actually faced a
row of 36 tanks. A piece of irony: the street
on which this scene took place bears the
name of Eternal Peace Avenue.
When the tanks began to roll forward,
there were "hundreds, if not thousands, of
casualties. We still don'tknow exactly how
many people died," said Tong. One point he
was that the media made
made crystal-clea- r

the situation seem less bloody and
as
horrendous than it actually was. "It is not
cases
many
In
worse.
we saw itontv...much

ana,
the troops did .open fire on the students
,frequently, on the citizens
ihTOnciiihn
tried to
who
more
protectee studen
"J
of people were arrested in connection witn
the protest.
In spite of the horrors he experienced

tlf'

in Beijing, Tong remains
was
optimistic about China's future. "It
the
on
is
China
setback.
merely a surface
greater
and
modernization
road toward fast
.is determined to see his nation
Freerinm
freedom." He
rreeaom.
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dream"
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and lively
duet in this
tune arranged by their fellow senior Chris
Calvosa.
Cal vosa also contributed his solid voice
in the Beatles' hit, "Eleanor Rigby." The
staccato owl tweets in the background added
a wonderful contrast to the mesmerizing
short-but-humoro-

us

Tt was truly
an amazing number,
However, the selection was only a mere
sampling of their talent, for in the following
number they demonstrated not only their
grand sense of humor, but their love of
music as well. This fantastic sing along,
sounding much like the "dee wa dee" of
see CHASERS page eight
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Senior Artists Show Innovative Talent
By Sarah Michael

Lastweek'sartshowinOlinArtGallery,

and History. All were laden with Chinese
script in the delicate way that only the
Chinese allow in their handwriting. In
addition, Quin included two exceptional
pieces in tribute to the students and supporters
of the Tiananman demonstration and the
subsequent deaths on June 4, 1989. These
pieces were disturbing due to the obvious
emotions associated with that incredible
breach of justice. All were exceptionally
beautiful and complex prints.
I have never seen art the likes of Trish
Vriesendorp's painting texture studies. They
were detailed in a way a two-- dimensional
painting could never be. When I walked
over to her section, a few people were
standing there discussing if the fabric that
appeared to be a sweater actually was. There
was a strange quality to them because no one
expected to see a sweater meshed into a
painting. The textures that Vriesendorp
brought out in these paintings added to the
overall look; giving a rather mundane scene

part of this year's batch of senior majors'
exhibit, displayed an exceptional amount of
talent. It was perhaps the best overall show
I have seen.
Each artist experimented with their
respective mediums in new and innovative
ways. Kelly Brown's pastel figure drawings
were beautiful studies of the human form
and posture. Chuanyi Quin used printmaking
to convey monumental social commentary
about the Tiananmen Square massacre. Large
textured paintings were the focus of Trish
Vriesendorp's work in dark, but brilliant,
colors. Thorn Knauer, taking a break from
his more whimsical sculpture offered two
distinctly wonderful ideas: his Vessels and
the series of twine sculptures.
Brown's pastels, although relatively
small(this was a show of large art),exhibited
her talent of depicting the human form well.
exuberance.
Both series had three drawings and were life and
Thorn Knauer impressed me
Finally,
1994.
17,
April
titled October 12. 1993 and
again with his Vessels and the Feet of
The color scheme in each was slightly once
series. The vessels were several bowl
different, as she developed a mood in Twine
objects made out of different
conjunction with the figure. There was a looking
One had moss on the inside of a
material.
vast array of emotions depicted, from
sturdy- looking- exterior. ,.The.
rustic,
very
j
auu withdrawn
ij open ana
seemingly
aa and
wiuiuiaw" to
seemineiv ad
aTcSg In each, me color andpastel stroke underlying theme was that each vessel had
material from nature as part of iLThe
the feetingfurther.lt is not easy to some
gen
compnsed of several
series
apt the. curve of an arm or a seated posture
threading twine over a
by
sculptures made
correct; she did an admirable job of making
a dilterent amount oi
using
concrete base
each woman seem genuine. Besides the
thus the numerical
time,
twine each
pastels, she showed two huge paintings that
and 1,000 feet of
5,000
of
differentiations
covered two entire walls of the Olin Art
the material. There was one that I could
Gallery. These were painted in dark colors
and another that I
of vertical lines physically sit in and rock
with an overriding pattern
,
.
could lie down on. These pieces were fun
i.rrtnnnsed bv a figure in each one.
' witnessed Chuanyi Quin's and functional albeit monochromatic.
All four seniors completed their senior
dedication to printmaking last
exercise by exceptionally offering a taste of
semester.I was doubly impressed with her
the caliber of artists the Kenyon An
show. She is an exceptional print artist
Department can produce. I'd say it is pretty
on
Firstly, her silkscreen work was placed
and rrmomte with such
K--

aptitS

,wi,vr
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Olin Faculty Exhibition to Display Wide Variety of Art
.

By Amy Rich

The Faculty Art Exhibition that begins
on Thursday, April 28 will allow members
of the Kenyon Art Department to display the

wide variety of styles,

media, and

personalities expressed in their recent work.

Professor of Art Gregory Spaid's
contribution to the exhibition is a collection
of phototext pieces. "I have used as my title
for this collection...part of a familiar and
hopeful phrase often spoken to children:
"You can be anything you want to be.' I've
tried to approach these pieces with the same

sense of limitless potential expressed in that
phrase," he explained.
The photographs in this collection are
actual photographs taken of Spaid from age
five to 25. The pictures are accompanied by
stories that he described as "almost total
inventions, bursts of the imagination which
were sparked by looking at a photograph."
"Although these combinations of text
and photographs are no longer factual, they
are, I hope, true to the thoughts and feelings
which tie us all together, and true to an age
when we must all learn to live with images
of the person we used to be," Spaid added.

Spring Dance Concert to Present
Pieces by Faculty and Students
By Kari Kutina
The Kenyon College Dance Ensemble
will present its Spring Dance Concert on
April 28, 29, 30 at 8:00 p.m. in Bolton
Theater. This concert will feature eight
pieces performed, choreographed, produced,
and directed by Kenyon students, faculty.

sections and ranges in tone from humorous
to melancholy. Seniors Olivia Mollet and
Seiters, junior Paula Beveridge, sophomores
Reichow and Julie Hermann, and
Nance, McNeal, Thigmen, and
Alisoun Davis will perform this piece.
first-year-stude-

nts

Thenextdance'ResplendentRepose,"
presenting a unique combination of classical

Representing an entirely different style
and medium, Associate Professor of Art
Claudia Esslinger will exhibit a video
installation, "Suburban Comfort," in theOlin
Library atrium. She explains that the piece
was "stimulated by discussions with Carl
Upchurch," convener of the Summit for
Urban Peace and Justice, and explores "the
relationship between urban and suburban
America, especially in regards to issues of
race and class."
"The piece consists of a garden gate
that "allows the viewer to enter the grass
covered platform and sit in the specially
designed chair. A grass ramp, column, and
museum box support a small television that
projects the voiceof Mr. Upchurch, speaking
knowledge of
with passion and first-han- d

the dilemmas facing the inner city,"
explained Esslinger.
Adding another artistic perspective to
the exhibit will be a group of "critters"
created by Professor of Art Barry Gunderson.
He explained that "these critters are hybrids.

JldlF

I

You will probably not be able to recognij
explicitly what animals are being referrt:
to but instead will recognize individual paH

which

have

been

contorted

reassembled."
Made from carved and painted wo.J
and combining his "love of color a.
pattern...with new fascinations of suffa;
texture," these sculptures refle
Gunderson's goal "to create fancifi
creations which might entice you further
your own journeys of the imagination." w
will also be exhibiting documentation of h
latest public commissioned work, "Thr;
Storms."
Associate Professor of Art Kay Wille;
will exhibita
installation calL
"Fiat Lux." In addition, Visiting Assista.Professor of Art Jane Miller will show
series of oil paintings composed of m ulber
paper, beeswax, and oil pigment. Through.
narrative style, their images give refereni
x

site-specif-
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to the ethereal sleep states of

daze

daydreaming, and dormancy.
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Friday, April 29, Orlando at 8:00 p.m. in
Bio. Auditorium.

'

4

Saturday, April 30, The Piano at 8:00 p.m.
in Rosse Hall.

:

4.

Wednesday, May 4, True Romance at 10:00
p.m. in Rosse Hall.
Friday, May 6, Willy Wonka and the
Chocolate Factory at 8:00 p.m. in Bio.
Auditorium.
By Megan Wolpert

photo by staff photographer

Students in rehearsal for Spring Dance Concert

and guests. The eight performances will
display a variety of dance and musical styles
as well as the unique lighting of student
lighting designers.
The opening piece, "Allegro Vivacea",
is choreographed by senior Kim Hardy. This
performance is a ballet piece done in a lively
and bright style. Hardy,

and modern ballet styles, is choreographed
by the producer of the concert, junior Brandi

Melonie Nance, sophomore

"Improper Use." This modern dance piece
illustrates the theme of domestic violence.
Dancing in this performance are seniors
Mollet and Simon McGuire.
Guestarti st Kimberly Jones will perform
her solo piece "So, Harriet." Jones has been
teaching various courses at Kenyon this
year.
The closing piece, "Soaring," is
choreographed by Visiting Assistant

first-year-stud-

ent

Kristin

Reichow, and
Aubrie Hall
will be performing this dance.
Meida McNeal will
present "Behind Closed Doors," a
combination of modem and jazz dance styles.
The dance portrays a dysfunctional family
first-year-stude-

First-year-stude-

nt

nt

and features

first-year-stude-

nts

Mila

Thigpcn, Amanda Berg, Levon Sutton, and
sophomore Tia Blanchard as dancers.
"Between Us," choreographed by senior
Leslie Seiters, will be the next dance
performed. This modern dance, recently
shown ata dance conference in Athens, OH,
is a rework of a piece done by Seiters first
semester. The piece will be performed by
Seiters and junior Julia Eisenger.
Associate Professor of Dance and
Drama Maggie Patton, director of the
concert, will present her piece, "Gambier
Glimpses." The performance is in five

Gribble.

Senior Hardy, sophomores

Reichow and Blanchard,

and

first-year-stude-

nts

Hall, Nance, and Adrienne
Misheloff will be dancing for this piece.

Eisenger, student producer of the
concert, will next present her piece,

Professor of Dance Sarah Greenlaw.
Originally choreographed by Dori
Humphrey and Ruth St. Dennis in the 1920's,
this performance isa work of reconstruction.
The performance w i U feature sen iors Mollet,
Seiters, and Hardy, sophomores Blanchard

and Hermann, and

first-year-stude-

nts

McNeal, Hall, and Misheloff as dancers.

Tickets for the performances are
available from 1 :00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. at the
box office in Bolton Theater.

Breaking up the 1993 screenplay
adaptation plague, Jane Campion's The
Piano offers an intelligent, complex original
story which seduced movie audiences this
past year. If you have not seen this film, you
probably have either heard that it is a
masterpiece or its a pain in the artsy ass. It
is a film which definitely evokes extremist
reactions, some of which I believe stem
from a confusion of its supposed feminist
themes.
A widowed
mute
(Holly Hunter) travels to the rain forests
with her daughter (Anna Paquin) to enter her
arranged marriage with a wealthy
businessman (Sam Neil). Upon her arrival,
her soon-to-b- e
husband decides that the
terrain is too lough to transport the object
she holds most dear, her piano. The rugged
want-to-b- e
native (Harvey Kcite!) usurps
the piano and draws a contract with Hunter
in which she may earn back her piano in
return for "lessons" (read sexual contact).
There is no disputing that this film is a
quality piece of work. The cinematography
is magnificent, the script is intelligent, the
characters well formed, and Hunter, Neil,
and Keitel are phenomenal. Personally, I
wanted to slap the
Paquin who,
along with Hunter, took the Academy Award
this year. But, who am I to say, she's making
more money than God from the MCI
self-proclaim-

ten-year-o-

ed
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We'll Get Your Bike On The Road To Repair
Complete Bicycle Overhaul For Ony $ 39.99
Dis assembling and complete cleaning repair all bearings. Truing both
wheels. Removal, cleaning and rewaxing chain. Adjusting front and rear
derailers. Oiling and inspecting all cables. Wheel Truing Starting at $6.00

commercials.
I have two lists by which I guage film;
those which are well made, and those whic
I enjoy. As stated, The Piano fulfills th
former of the lists. However, on a persom
level, this film is just too overtly tragic
Everything bad that could happen doe:
happen, to the point of surrealism. I couK
have appreciated this film and bought it as
real story had there been three to four fewer
accidents. I felt a bit beaten up, which some
may argue is the point of the film.
I guess this is a feminist film, but I don
know. It was created by a female autew,
and it is a story concerning a struggling ye;
strong willed woman. I did not think of it a;
feminist until the reviews hit, and I believe
that some of the backlash that The Pianc
received after its sleeper opening is related
to the same confusion of the claimed femink
issues. Either way, it is thought-provokiand beautiful to watch.
nj

If the condescending kid dinosaur
"Barney" is irritating you, it is time to return
to the world of Willie Wonka and the
Chocolate Factory. "Come with me, take
my hand to the world of pure imagination,"
the eerie master of ceremonies Will ie Wonka
(brilliantly played by Gene Wilder) sings
when entering his candy garden. This is
what this film (adapted from the children's
book) is based on, pure imagination. What
I appreciate about this film, as I do about the
Brothers Grimm and The Wizard of OZ, is
that this pure imagination is not whitewashed; it includes evil, and there definitely
is a certain evil flowing through this film.
Willie Wonka is the candy master and
is running a contest where five golden passes
to his mysterious factory are distributed
inside the wrappers of his chocolate bars.
The hero Charlie (Peter Ostium) is a poor
boy with a heart and brains of gold who finds
one of the passes to the factory. Charlie is
surrounded by four awful kids: a snob, a
glutton, a whiner, and an over ambitious
adventurer. They all face some terrible
consequences because of their selfishness.
There is a moral though, as dark as the
termination of hi other kids may seem.
This movie is
It is colorful,
animated, musical, and creative. And if you
enjoyed your stale of mind during Dazed
and Confused ycu probably would want to
consider getting in the same mood. Don't
eye-cand- y.

mind the
harm less.
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By J.E. Luebering

Painter said. "Non-ar- t majors never had the
chance to share their work. This needed to
change."
When the sculpture studio was moved
to the Mayer Art Center (the Art Barn) in
early 1992, Painter and Roche circulated a
petition asking that the space
then located

For senior Kate Painter, the long wait is
over.

Two years afterPainter and senior Alice
Roche first circulated a petition for the
creation of a student art gallery, Horn Gallery

observed Painter.
In the fall of 1992, Painter approached
Academic Dean Anne Ponder concerning
"vision" for a student
her
gallery. Several suggestions were made
Common Grounds, a basement room in
but none fulfilled
Bexley, the craft center
Painter's request for "a
space that was centrally
located and used solely for
a gallery."
During a meeting with
Ponder in early 1993,
Painter noticed the gray
which was to
barn
become Horn Gallery
t
self-describ-

the gray barn located
between Peirce Hall and the
Career Development Center
opened with a
show on April 4.
22-stude-

"The

nt

opening

was

packed," Painter observed.
But that opening
and
the five that followed
came
only after several years of
looking for vacant space,
asking for money, ripping out
old horse stalls, and digging
ditches for electrical lines.
The result was a gallery
which
an
elicited
"overwhelmingly positive" Horn Gallery
reaction, according to Painter.
Even Olin Gallery Coordinator Ellen
Sheffield "said she was envious of how
inviting and cozy the space was."
The push for a student gallery began
two and a half years ago. "Not enough work
by students that was going on up in the far
reaches of Bexley Hall was being seen,"

ed

i

window and asked about
its use. After being told
that a local mason stored

ii$"Lv. -

his equipment

.-

wiJi Superintendent of

Buildings and Grounds
Tom Lepley, who was "very encouraging."
In May of 1993, however, "money
was.. .the issue and essentially the wall we
had to climb over," said Painter. Ponder and
President Philip Jordan were unable to

The Changing Faces of Kenyon
What spot on campus makes

PEERS Raises Awareness of Rape,
Sexual Harassment Across Campus
By Matt Fentress
Broken down to its roots, the acronym
PEERS clearly states the group's goal:
Promoting Educated Effective Relationsh ips
between Students. According
Liberty Smith, PEERS is "trying to educate
people about rape and sexual assault on
campus."
PEERS, honored earlier this month as
campus organization of the year, believes
that the issues it represents are entirely
apolitical. "Sexual assault is everyone's
problem. It's not an issue of
commented Smith. "It's just an issue of
what's right and what's wrong."
Some of the group's efforts are focused
towards publicizing rape and sexual assault
statistics in order to raise student awareness.
PEERS also tries to widely publicize the
resources available to students and to make
those resources more accessible. "We've
relationship between
begun a more close-kn- it
noted Smith.
students,"
rape counselors and
in organizing
part
a
played
The group has
College
Antioch
the
as
such
campus events
Sexual Harassment Policy discussion and a
lecture by Linda Morrison on the role of
communication in relationships.
In addition, members of PEERS give
presentations in the dormitories during first-yeorientation so as to expose incoming
students to the facts concerning rape and
toco-preside- nt

PC-ness- ,"

ar

assault
Of current interest to PEERS is

sexual
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you feel least collegiate?
Dan Levine '94
"My bald spot."

Kenyon's Sexual HarassmentPolicy. Along
with a small group of interested students,
PEERS has been attempting to introduce
possible revisions in the policy since last
October.
Although the changes have still not
been approved, they include creating a sexual
harassment grievance panel to adjudicate
formal claims, establishing a group of peer
advocates to work alongside counselors,
and eliminating the intimidating legal tone
of parts of the policy.
Next year Voices and Take Back the
Night two new organizations concerned
with many of the same issues as PEERS,
will become active campus groups. Voices
students
will center its efforts on first-yewhile Take Back the Night will gear its
energies toward, among other things, rape
and campus safety.
Although PEERS' role in this new trio
is unclear, the organization has clearly
provided the impetus needed to create these
new groups by successfully raising the
campus' consciousness about issues of

Matilda Guerra '97
"Norton."
i.
'
1
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sexual violence.
PEERS maintains a working core of
about ten people but will lose many of these
First-yemembers next year to graduation.
Kelly
and
Doepke
students Benjamin
year.
next
Webber will be
to
hopes
group
the
According to Doepke,
year
next
Voices
with
work in conjunction
in order to harness the strengths of both
ar

A

if
'i

Jamie Abt

"96

"Coop's underwear drawer."

co-preside- nts

Aaron Cooper '96
"The Post Office."
photos by Chris Adams

organizations.

fimlly

I

there,

Painter discussed possible
renovations of the barn

photo by Jennifer Fond

behind the post office
be used as a student
gallery. Over 500 signatures were collected
in support of the request
Kenyon, however, did not own the
studio, and other plans for the space had
already been made.
"This is where the real quest began,"

from Ponder's office

provide any money for the gallery but
allowed Painter to proceed if she provided
outside funding.
After a summer of estimates from and
discussions with Lepley, Painter returned to
campus with sufficient funds. "I had money
to start the project with," Painter said. "It
would be a guerilla gallery if need be."
Renovations began in October with
students doing much of the work. The barn
was cleaned, the horse stalls removed, and
the floor replaced. "It was a dust nightmare,"
Painter recalled.
When the gallery's funds ran out in late
1993, enough progress had been made to
interest Sheila Jordan in the project "The
investment seemed tangible and the outcome
of a gallery possible" at that point said
Painter.
President Jordan's endorsement of the
gallery and request for an estimate to
complete its construction sent Painter and
others "tapping on doors of the deans and
student activities" for more funds, according
to Painter.
She remained at Kenyon during spring
break so as to complete the renovation of the
barn. The gallery was finally painted on
April 4, the day before the first opening.
see HORN page eight
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Heywood Recalls his Sporting Life While at Kenyon
by Will Heywood
I am a sports writer. I think about sports all
the time.
It should come as a surprise to no one
that while the student body staggered around
I
on Saturday enjoying Summer Send-Of- f,
sun,
saw
was looking for a story. Most
bands, beer cans, andor trees with talking
bark. I saw only sports: it is my job, it is my
nature.
To be fair, Kenyon is not a very sporty
. Games of tackle
place on Summer Send-Ofootball are rare. Anything requiring much
physical exertion definitely sticks out. But it
that the
is not just on Summer Send-of- f
ff

average Kenyon pulse remains safely below
ninety. Saturday, I caught my self once again
criticizing a group of what appeared to be
gypsy children playing a game they call
"frisbee golf." "Now there's a game that is
really stupid and requires no physical ability
or exertion," I thought aloud.
A quick reply came from a nearby
"frisbee-golf- "
aficionado, "Hey you! Yeah,
the skinny guy with the gut Why don't you
put out your cigarette and teach us a better
game?"
I played soccer here for two years. Apart
from that, every leisure activity I ' ve engaged
in has been as dumb or dumber than frisbee
golf. In four short years I've noticed an

Tennis Travels to Midwest Regionals
By Edward Peterson and Mihi

Schuermeyer
The Lords ventured to Madison,
Wisconsin last Thursday, the site of the
Midwest Regionals. What made the Lords
so excited about this trip was the news that
their first round opponent would be none
other than defending national champs,
Kalamazoo College. As the Lords were
boarding the plane, Josh "Venetian" Morgan
was heard saying to Jeff Kutac, "Yeah

dazed Morgan was heard saying, "Gee this
is weird. I'm not hung over. What am I
supposed to do?" Morgan did finally cope
with this dilemma, as he and Sherman

thumped Ripon's number one team.
Likewise, Peterson and B lecher (as usual)
wasted no time in taking care of business.
However, the sophomore scrubs Herban and
Weaver yet again found a way to lose. The
Herban, commenting about
this loss, said, "I didn' t know what to do. My
girlfriend wasn't there. She is my
ever-sensiti-

ve

inverse relationship between my intellectual
growth and my physical fitness. I have had
many diversions which I called sports.. .I've
seen you do them too. They aren't sports.
Freshman year I spent a good third of my
waking hours in the Gund dorm lounge
smacking a ping pong ball around. I could
do anything with my paddle, so could my
hallmates. One guy got so good that he

could, at will, smash Manuel Morales
between the eyes, knock him down, and
memory.
cause him to lose his short-terexercise.
we
and
got
players,
We were good
As the weather got nice, I invested in a
mountain bike. I made sure that it was well
d
equipped to withstand a heavy
beating. Knobby tires, upgraded seat, better
component system, the works. I sometimes
question the necessity of such a machine,
on a slushy November
but believe-you-mMiddle. Path I wouldn't feel safe with
anything less between my legs.
Ping pong and "mountain biking" wore
thin by sophomore year too much work.
So, I bought a pool card and began hanging
around the Gund gameroom. I played video
games and pool and gradually became a part
of the highly exclusive "Gund Gameroom
Gang." These guys all eye you warily the
first time you rack up, like you're in a REAL
m

off-roa-

e,

dooI hall and all
Eventually though, you become one of
the boys, Mitch has your card ready when
you step up to the desk, and your initials can
be spotted on most of the video games'
leader boards.
Great as it is, Gund costs money and the
choice between a pool card and a case of
beer was a simple one. Also, you can't
smoke in Gund. My new game became
cheap and easy to play with
backgammon
cigarette in hand. I could sit for hours at the
table rolling, moving, rolling, moving. I
used to scoff at people in the Bookstore
counting out their roles. I was a backgammon
maestro, amateurs made me sick.
It was a short jump from the backgammon
board to Sega. From Sega I moved to
watching video movies and taking a sauna
once a week. The steam "cleansed my
physique."
I trace this long, gradual, and boring
athletic degeneration to prove to myself that
I have become something during my stint
here. College has made me someone,

something.

approach graduation

I

I have a spare
uncoordinated,
tire, I smoke and drink and talk about the
good old days of youth. Kenyon has decided
it: I am a sports writer. What are you?
out-of-sha-

pe,

Ladies' Lacrosse Ends Regular

Season With Two Strong Victories
By Sarnie Kim
The women's lacrosse team finished
their last week of the regular season with a
0
record. With victories over Wittenberg
and Allegheny under their belts, the Ladies
are now fifth in the conference with a 6--7
record.
The week began on a di scouragin g note
for the Ladies when two starting players
injured themselves. Defense wing Christine
Kim broke her hand in a weekend game and
scoring leader Cary Loomis sprained her
ankle in practice. Both crucial players were
unable to play the last two games.
2--

However,
Scott Sherman returns a forehand on Boars Courts.

Kooter, I heard that the Hatters aren't great
anyway. I'd much rather play Kalamazoo
than be at Kenyon for Summer Send-of- f.
Bring on the Hornets."
Play began with doubles. The number
one doubles team of Scott Sherman and
Morgan fell quickly, as did the number two
team of Mike Weaver and Joe Herban. A
frustrated Sherman said, "If Morgan would
get his head in the game and concentrate as
hard on tennis as he does at the Cove and in
McBride, we might win a few matches."
According to Herban, "Weaver is skinnier
than Peterson, but after a while, he sure did
get heavy. Gee, my shoulders are sore."
One of the few bright points in this
match was the
team of Keith
Blecher and Ed Peterson, who are currently
stacked at number three doubles. Blecher
does not look like an athlete, but he certainly
had his moments in this match - looks can be
deceiving. After winning the first set, Blecher
and Peterson tried to close out the match, but
simply could not. Afterwards, Blecher
commented, "I've never seen someone 6'6"
with such a pathetic serve.
Sherman was the only bright spot in
singles, even though he lost to Little Seth.
Sherman fought valiantly, but fell 5 in the
third. After the match, Sherman was
overheard saying, "Samm Samm sure
doesn't treat me this badly." None of the
other players even came close to winning
their matches. Peterson, outraged by this
sudden turn of events, said, "Hmmm, this is
rather curious. I think I'll goback to Ireland."
The Lords faced Ripon College early
Saturday morning. Prior to the match, a
ever-consiste-nt

7--

(photo by Jane Schluier)

inspiration." In the end, the Lords fell
The only singles win was recorded by
Sherman.
The final match was later that day against
that bastion of academic excellence known
as Coe College. The Lords were anxious to
escape complete embarrassment and not go
"0 for regionals". Luckily, they achieved
All
this by defeating Coe by the score of
5-- 3.

5-- 2.

three doubles teams dominated their
opponents. Peterson finally figured out how
to win, besting Coe's number two player by
the score of 6-- 6-- The other singles win
was recorded by Weaver.
1,

4.

After questioning his opponent's
integrity by referring to him as a "hook," the
sensitive challenger stormed off the court

and conceded the match to Weaver.
Afterwards, Weaver was quoted as saying,
it happened. It was quite
a rush. I wish my Tegan had been there.
When I see her, I'm going to give her a big
kiss on the nose."
The Lords would especially like to thank
Josh Corn for his support on the trip. Corn
was always there when we needed him. On
the flight back home, he was quoted as
saying, "I'm tired of riding the bench. I need
to get out in the middle of the action where
the women can see me get busy." Hang in
there, Com.
The Lords would like to invite all you
loyal fans who have been there for us through
thick and thin to come watch this Friday,
April 29, as we take on Depauw at Baars
tennis courts. The match begins at 2:30.

"I felt macho when

the Ladies

overcame

adversity and proved their ability to play as
a team without Kim and Loomis. Many
players stepped forward in Loomis' absence
and registered their first goals of the season
against Wittenberg, tallying a final score of
15-- 4.
Gillian Kneass used good placement
and a strong arm to score two goals. Emily
Siegel not only played a great game
defensively, but also popped one in for
Kenyon. Returning after a back injury put
her out for three weeks, junior Bronwyn
Clark played like she had never left. Clark
scored her share - three goals. Meghan

Moriarity, Vuoch Tan, and Elizabeth
Trowbridge proved their consistency and
added their trademark three, four, and two
goals respectively.
In the cage, senior Jacqui Perna showed
off her Midwest Regional first team speed
Meg Moriarity shoots for the Ladies.
L.

,

by saving so many shots the stats keeper
couldn't keep up. The defense, led by senior
Katie Antheil, helped Pema with her great
game by forcing bad shots and shutting the
Witt attackers out of the critical shooting
area.
The Ladies also took home the feeling
of victory from Allegheny last Saturday.
Although the Ladies were favored: to win
(they beat the Gators once already,
factors in their successful game had
changed, including the losses of Loomis and
Kim. Kenyon had to make the three and a
half hour trip to Allegheny's home field, but
the trip was worth the drive. The Ladies led
the game by three goals at halftime, which is
not a safe lead in lacrosse. When the Gators
tied the score up 7 in the second half, the
Ladies suffered a breakdown in all areas of
the field. Tension and dispirited attitudes
made the game a possible loss for Kenyon,
but the Ladies triumphed over the obstacles
The defense
and pulled together to win
unified and kept out the Gators, while the
attack worked on the score. Trowbridge
proved her relentless desire to win her last
game by nailing the winning goal.
n
tournament
As the NCAC
begins, the Ladies traveled to Earlham on
Wednesday to face the Quakers, seeded
fourth in the conference. The Ladies lost to
"This one
Earlham in the regular season
should be tough," observes sophomore attack
wing Pia Catton, "but we're good with
vengeance games."
(photo by Jane Schluier)
18-5),-ma- ny

7--

8-- 7.

post-seaso-

8-- 9.
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SPORTS
Lords Baseball Continues on a Hot Streak, Against All Odds
April 28, 1994
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By Andrew Miller

singling and stealing second and third en
route to the first run of the day. Contributions
by Andrew S tuebner, John Cunningham and
Matt Friedman helped extend the ample run
total to 1 1 . Aasem Khalil threw 6 13 innings
while spreading out twelve feeble hits by the
opposition, giving way to stopper David
Howerton who turned the page on the Lords
victory. In the bottom of the seventh, with
the bases loaded and two outs, Howie
produced a flyout to slam the door shut on
the Big Red's hopes and preserve the 1 9
victory.
The second game would not be a high
scoring affair, as the Lords' ace David Hicks
took the mound. Hicks performed beautif ully
and went the distance again while only
relinquishing two runs, but the Lords bats

Lords Baseball hascontinucd to astound
all the critics by continuing their winning
ways over Dcnison and Case Western
Reserve this past week. The Lords have now
improved their record to 1 1 (6-- 6 NCAC)
by winning nine out of their last 15 games.
For those of you who are counting, only five
more wins are needed to boost the 1994
Lords as the most successful Kenyon
Baseball team in school history.
On the way down to Granville, the
Lords were hoping to sweep both ends of the
double-heade- r
to place themselves all alone
in an unprecedented third place in theNCAC
standings. David Goodwillie started off the
fireworks against nemesis Dcnison by
9--

7--

1--

Lords Lacrosse Downs Northwood
but Loses to Oberlin in Rematch
By Matt Kang

Lords on defense against the Northwood
attack.
"The key was that our of fesnse held the
ball, so Northwood never had enough time
in our zone to score. Basically, our defense
didn't have to do anything because they
didn't get many good shots. Our offense
played well and with confidence," said junior
defenseman Max Perren.
Earlier in the week, the Lords fell to
NC ACri val Oberlin as the Yeomen avenged
a previous 1994 loss to Kenyon. The Lords
drew first blood on a Trafalet score, assisted
by Cole. However, the Yeomen bounced
back and took a quick 4-- 1 lead. They
extended their lead to 4 after the halftime
break and never looked back.
Cole led the offensive charge with a
season-hig- h
seven assists. Trafalet notched
four goals, while Costanzo and Genest each
had two.
"Oberlin outhustled us in every aspect
of the game. We were flat Our defense
didn't play as a unit, and we didn't have
good communication. We also didn't have
help on defense with slides," said Perren.
As the season comes to a close, the
Lords are looking to finish strong with two
big NCAC wins over the College of Wooster
and Wittenberg University. Also, Cole
continues to lead the NCAC with a 5.6
points per game average. Come to Wooster
this Saturday at 1:30 pm to cheer the Lords
over the Scots.
Information courtesy of Kenyon Sports
Information Department

With one win and one loss in the past
week of play, the Kenyon Lords lacrosse
team now posts a 6-- 5 record with just two
NCAC games left in the season. On Saturday,
Kenyon's seniors played their final lacrosse
game before a home crowd in a victorious

effort. Northwood

University never

threatened the Lords in the contest A sizeable
crowd was on hand for the final 1994 home
game at McBride Field.
Kenyon jumped out to an early 0 lead
as senior attackman J.K. Fagan sparked the
Lords' effort with a pair of goals. Kenyon
grabbed a 1 lead after the first quarter and
increased their lead to 10-- 3 before halfume.
In the early part of the third quarter,
sophomore attackman Doug Trafalet and
rookie Toby Rand each scored a goal as
Kenyon jumped out to a 12-- 3 lead.
Northwood scored a pair of goals, but it was
too little too late. Kenyon seized an
impressive 15-- 5 victory.
Trafalet led the Lords with five goals
and two assists for a seven point total on the
afternoon. Sophomore attackman Josh Cole
added a hat trick and a pair of assists.
Sophomore middie Rob "Jet Lag" Zelinger
contributed with two goals and one assist
Junior attackman Mike Costanzo and Rand
each notched a goal and three assists. Junior
middie Dave Genestrounded out the scoring
with one goal and one assist.
Jamie McCarthy and
Senior
goalie Chip Riegel came up big for the
4--

ins

hit. The score would remain tied at
until the bottom of the 7th. After a walk
by Goodwillie and sharp singles by
Cunningham and Stuebner, the bases were
loaded with one out. It was Howie's turn
again. The table was set, and Howie was
there to clean it up. After pitching seven
complete innings and providing most of the
offensive boost, Edwin David Howerton II
hit a sharp grounder off the second baseman
to score the winning run in the Lords 6-- 5
victory.
Coach Bunnell was very pleased with
the Lords effort and commented, "This was
a great win. I was really proud of Howerton,
he pitched a great game." Howerton's
success on the mound has been due to the
d
pitches. At two
maturation of his
crucial junctures of the game, Howerton got
out of jams by deceiving the Spartan hitters
As Howie explained, "I
with change-up-s.
baffled their hitters with my stellar change-up.- "
And as for Howie's timely hitting, he
humbly said, "I was happy that I could
finally come through in the clutch."
The energy from the thrilling victory
did not carry over to the second game,
however, as the Lords suffered a 1 loss.
David Hicks, pitching on just two days rest,
Lords John
lasted five innings and first-yeComely and Kin Judd came in to finish off
the rest. Bunnell could see the lack of energy
and explained, "The same 10 guys have
been doing all the playing, all season long.
see BASEBALL page eight
two-o- ut
5--

2-- 1.

(17-13,8-
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base-steale-
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off-spee-

5--

multi-talente-

left-cent- er

7--
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5-- 4.

it

5

come-from-behi- nd

.

i'm not ready for this"

8--

5--

co-capta-

did not produce enough ammunition to
provide him with the win. The Lords best
opportunity came in the sixth inning, with
runners on second and third base and with
one out but were unable to capitalize. In
the top of the seventh, the Lords were retired
in order and lost
The unfortunate loss to Denison kept
the Lords from gaining sole possession of
third place, and the weekend tilt with Case
NCAC) was essential in keeping
pace with the leaders of the pack.
The Lords began the day in dazzling
catcher John Koepke
fashion, as first-yeof the
threw out the first two
release was
game. Koepke's lightning-quic- k
a big factor in cutting down the Spartan's
offensive attack based upon running and
bunting.
David Howerton took the mound for
the Lords and found himself trailing 1 in
the bottom of the fourth. Howerton, the
d
catcher, pitcher, and slugger
from Tennessee, displayed all his talents as
ne started the Lords rally by lacing a rope to
for a double. After
the wall in
Howerton broke the seal, Koepke's single
and David Goodwil'lie's bases clearing
double (he also cleared himself from the
base-path- s
as he was thrown out at third) got
the Lords within one run, still trailing
After shutting down the Spartans for
another inning, Howerton again led the
charge with another double and was brought
in for the tying run on David Kurtz's clutch.

"c'mon, quit

don't"

99

"St0!"
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OPPORTUNITIES
TO SUIT EVERY TASTE

However you put it

no means no!

One out of every eight
women has been the
victim of forcible rape.

it
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ET CETERA
FRATERNITY
continued from page one
genuine interest in membership in a
historically black fraternity, expressed
through a letter and social interactions with
fraternity members.
The proposal's authors, many of whom
have already secured group housing on
third floor Mather Residence next year as a
social organization, responded to concerns
voiced by Senate members and guests.
Questions about the proposed fraternity's
relationship with women and members of
ethnic groups were raised.
other
"The females we've talked to have all
been supportive of what we're trying to do,"
said Hood. "I feel however, and I hope I
speak for my brothers, that there is a greater
need on this campus and in terms of a global
outlook for improving relations between
African-America- n
males than relations
between males and females."
"This organization is being established
by a group of black males," said first-yenon-whi-

te

ar

student Levon Sutton. "It will accept
members of other races. However, we must
support ourselves first, and then admit
anyone from the group at large who shares
our interests."
"We're interested in a fraternity, rather
than a social organization, because
fraternities provide a sense of brotherhood,"
Sutton continued. "There's a real energy
when guys interact with each other."
S utton 's feelings were echoed by senior
Steve Daunis, a guest at the Senate meeting.
"There is a stronger bond between
members of a fraternity that between
members of a team or social organization,"
Daunis said. "I think that what members of
the proposed fraternity are doing is really
excellent. You are not just a group of men
with similar interests, but men with strong
cultural ties which have been neglected by
other organizations on campus... You also
provide the College with a great opportunity
to retain black students. I have personally
lost friends who did not feel that they were
part of this mostly white, middle-clas- s
community. Here you can help to create a
situation that is much tighter giving
yourselves the outlet of a national
organization, getting in touch with people at
other colleges and in the outside world not
only now, but down the road."
The group and its proposal were also
praised by former Greek Council president
Chad Withers and current Dean of Students
Craig Bradley.
Current Greek Council President Gerard
Solis inviled the group, should it become
established, to participate in Greek Council.
An informal straw poll of Senate
delegates showed a nearly unanimous
majority in favor of establishing the
historically African-America- n
fraternity
chapter historically, its proposed members
claim, not because all of its members have
been black, but because it was initially
founded in 191 1 by black college students.
The official vote will take place within the
next two weeks or even sooner, as the Senate
has pledged to take action on the group's
proposal before the end of the academic
year.

LEWIS
continued from page two
handful of people in Lewis or Norton
requested single-se- x
housing this year, but
we would be willing to bet that at least 80
percent of those people would like to see
them remain single sex. We know that the
majority of men on our halls wouldn't want
to live anywhere other than Lewis this year.
By disregarding the opinions of students in
favor of the opinions of prospectives, the
administration has made a fundamental
mistake. This is to say that they have chosen
to ignore the insight of current students in
favor of those who are not yet a part of the
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Chance on Me." Never once dropping from
it's amazing liveliness, this number was
absolutely incredible.
The next number, "Can't Live Without
You," again featured Wroblewski, while
"Leaving" highlighted solos by Calvosa and
Darrow. The Chaser alumni then joined
them on stage and helped the current group
conclude their original program with the
magnificently done traditional song "Go Ye
Now in Peace."
However, that finale just wasn'tenough
for the audience. For their encore, alumnus
Matt Gladue sang the solo for the animated
Jamaican-sounding
tune "Kiss the Girl."
Gladue had the audience rolling hysterically.
They finally ended their concert with a
fantastic rendition of "Always Something
There to Remind Me." They were rewarded
for their efforts by a huge round of audience
applause.
If you missed the Chasers concert this
spring, don't worry - they will surely be
back next year (yet you did miss something
sensational). It was quite a varied selection
of music, but all were strongly performed
with great confidence and musical wonder.
In this concert, "they were all stars."

Kenyon community.
The proposal to convert Lewis and
Norton to coed housing was also made last
year. However, a number of letters were
written by students to Student Housing and
the dorms remained coed. That the Housing
office wants to fulfill the requests of incoming

students is understandable.
administrators,

The

however, involved should

publicize proposed changes and solicit
student input. Perhaps the most disturbing

aspect of the entire situation is that
administrators have kept students in the
dark, allowing only a late reaction. We must
wonder why the administration would choose
to introduce such a change in such an indirect,
perhaps even hidden, manner. Moreover,
how could such an approach be made on an
issue which has traditionally brought so
much student response?
The prospects of changing Lewis and
Norton to coed housing are certainly not the
most paramount of campus life issues. The
changes, however, are reflective of a greater
problem of a lack of
dialogue regarding the directions of this
college. It is our belief that most students
especially those who have lived in Norton
and Lewis - would like to see them remain
single-se- x
housing. So why change it? On
an issue as student-focuse- d
as housing, we
implore the administration to consider the
opinions of the student body before making
changes.
Sincerely,
student-administrati-

on

--

The Lewis RA staff
Aaron Deny
Ray Davis
Ryan McNulty
Tom Stambaugh

CHASERS

HORN

Bed and Breakfast
Located on State Route 308 at the
corner of Chase Ave. and
Woodside Drive. Three bedrooms
with two baths, very pleasant and
quiet. Ideal for parent visits.
427-271-

1

401 Chase Ave.

Gambier, Ohio
possibly with a few alumni shows. "Already
people have begun to ask about using the
space next year," she stated.
First-yestudent Mike Rose will be in
charge of the gallery next year.
"I love the space," Painter confessed.
"It's a great feeling to have given back
something to the college."
The Horn Gallery is open Monday
through Thursday from 5:00 to 9:00 p.m.
and Friday from 1:00 to 5:00 p.m. or upon
ar

request

continued from page five
Horn Gallery was named after the barn 's
original owner, Edith Horn. "It was easier
than trying to think of something else,"
Painter explained. "Everyone I had to
describe the location to said, Oh, you mean
Horn barn.'"
The works of 30 artists have been shown
at the gallery. By the end of the semester,
seven openings wi
have occurred,
"hopefully" includin
a Wiggin Street
School show, said Painter.
Painter also hopes that the gallery will
continue to be a student gallery in the future,

continued from page three
Broadway, was entitled "Sens iti ve New Age
Guy." The women in the
group stood apart on one side
The Kenyon
of the stage, questioning who
members of
would hyphenate his last
100
name, put "Chi'd on 3oard"
Senior

WOODSIDE

BASEBALL
continued from page seven
They are tired and games like the first one
today take a lot of energy."
The two splits against Denison and Case
have kept the Lords in fifth place in "the
NC AC, the highest a Kenyon team has been
in the ten year history of the league. The
Lords had one of their toughest challenges
of the year against Ohio Wesleyan at home
on Wednesday, and will hopefully take two
from Earlham this Saturday when they travel
to Indiana.

College Office of Development would like to thank all the
the Class of '94 who have pledged their support to the

Program.

stickers on his car, and
perhaps most importantly,
tape "Melrose Place" on his
VCR. These questions were
answered by the men in the
group on the opposite end of
the stage with the words
"sensitive new age guys."
Although this song never did
evolve into the intended sing
along, the crowd definitely
gave it a"two thumbs up."
Had Siskel and Ebert been
music critics, they would
surely have agreed.
The following number,
Peter Gabriel's "Salisbury
Hill," was performed in a
totally different style than its
predecessor, yet it was just
as wonderful. Calvosa truly
did a wonderful job, and
really got involved with the
music. After his solo, he
joined fellow seniors Baker,
Wroblewski, and Carlson in
the traditional last senior
song. This year's number
was "Everyone is a star." I
must admit that I personally
got caught up in the words
they sang than in the music;

it seemed to have real
meaning for them. "...We
know you for who you are,
and not who you think you
should be..." It was a very
moving piece, yet the air
quickly changed when the
entire ensemble rejoined to
energetically perform an
obvious favorite, "Take a

Slacey Allen

Tim Allen
George Ansfield
Todd Anson
Katherine Antheil
Lyman Armstrong
Mike Asam
Brelt Ayliffe
Krislin Bachman
Scoll Baker
Ann Banla
Krislen Barr
Lydia Barrett
'
Bryan Barry
David Baum
Darden Bell
Jessica Berkowitz
Anne Bernot
J.M. Berthoud
Deborah Bertok
Jennifer Blgelow
Dana Birnherg
Cristin Bishara
Katherine Bishop
William Bower
Julian Boxenbaum
Jocelyn Boyea

Meghan Brady
Kathy Braun
Ted Brockman
Edward Brown
William Brown
Russell Browne
Amy Burnham
Chris Calvosa
Joshua Campbell
Neil Carlson
Colin Carnahan

Gregory Carter
Michelle Carter
Leah Ceperly
Julie Cerel
Marshall Chapin
Sam Chestnut
Michael Clapper
Stephen Collins
Adrienne Conlan
Maura Connelly
Amy Cook
Robin Cook
Kathryn Cooper

Margaret Cooper
Laura Copeland

Jason Creux
Giu Daneshjoo
Joshua Danson
Ken Danzinger
Stephen Daunis
Adam Davies
Raymond Davis
Katy Dell
Katy Dettinger
Evan Diamond
Sarah Diers
Anne Duprey
Eric Eggers

Joanna Eickmann
Nicholas Einstein
William Enloe

Brooke Gustafson
Catherine Halght
Mary Hall
Sarah Hall
Sarah Halsted
Kimberly Hardy
Amy Harter

Stephanie Hartman
Caroline Harvey
John Hatfield
Ryan Helft
Bradley Hersh
Robert Herzog
Chad Hessoun
William Heywood
Kim Hlghfield
John Hill

Ruth Lavagnino
Claire Laverge
Sarah Lawrence

Cynthia Sheldon
Scott Sherman
Meredith Short

Hana Layson

Eileen Murray
Philip Musser
Nathaniel Nonoy
Nancy Notes

Maragaret Leary
John LeCompte
Eric Lehman
Kristin Lehman

Meghan O'Connell
Thomas O'Grady
Kirsten Olson
Shaun Ortega

Melanie Silkowski
Brian Skalinder
Melissa Skilken

Michael Leland
Michael Lengowski
Aviva Levine
Daniel Levine
Michael Leymaster
David Lilly
Brenda Lindsey

Pamela Ostuw
Kate Painter

Julie Parson
Meredith Patterson
Jonathon Paul
Neil Penick

Jacquelyn Perna

Stephenie Liu
Scott Philips
Alexandra Lockwood Sheila Pierce
Rachel Erenstoft
Jen Holdcraft
Ralph Loeffler
Dave Pilgrim
Gwynne Evans
Ted Holder
Nick Longman
Kris Pohndorf
James Fagan
Lindsay Hooper
Cary Loomis
April Powers
Martina Faulkner
Colleen Hopkins
Paul Low
Darnell Preaus
Rebecca Feldman
Brad Hughes
Paul Lucas
Jean Proffitt
James Feuer
Shannon Hurley
Jonathon Maimed
Gita Punwani
Kate Field
Kate Igelbrink
John Manley
Sid Ranck
Aloke Finn
Mohammed Iqbal
George Markakis
Margaret Rea
Jennifer Fishman
William Jacomme
Kristin Markling
Jose Reynea
Kathryn Foley
Sandford Jaquea
Kevin Mathur
Chip Riegel
Peter Foster
Kevin Jeter
Melannie Matschiner Tyler Rigg
Mark Fote
Britt Johnsen
James McCarthy
Ronald Rittinger
Alexander Fox
Ann Marie Johnson Missy McClaran
Maggie Robi nson
Jamie Franck
Deborah Johnson
Cinnamon McClinton Alice Roche
Sarah Fredriksen
Samuel Johnson
Carrie McDowell
Karen Rockett
Wendy Fritzel
Rosanna Jones
Simon McGuire
Kristen Rogers
Stephanie Fryberg
Matthew Kang
Halford McKirdy
Virginia Romfh
Karl Fuller
Charles Kanzinger Keith McNeer
Chris Rooney
Daniel Geller
Elizabeth Kaplan
Amy McOwen
Jennifer Rossman
Todd Giardinelli
Melanie Katsakis
Leandre Meddick
Kristin Rothballer
Katy Gilliam
Amy Katz
Amanda Meeham
Doug Rowland
Corey Goldsand
Aline Kelley
Jon Meredith
Alexandra Rowley
Michael Goldstein
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